A Δ-semigroup is a semigroup whose lattice of congruences is a chain with respect to inclusion. A completely semisimple inverse Δ-semigroup that admits a principal series is characterized here as a semigroup that results from a particular series of ideal extensions of Brandt semigroups by Brandt semigroups. A characterization is given of finite inverse Δ-semigroups in terms of groups, Brandt semigroups, and one to one partial transformations of sets.
Introduction.
A A-semigroup is a semigroup whose lattice of congruences is a chain with respect to inclusion. Schein [8] and Tamura [11] showed that a commutative Δ-semigroup is either a quasicyclic group A, or a commutative nil semigroup B with the divisibility chain condition, or A 0 , or B\ We study here the structure of completely semisimple inverse Δ-semigroups with principal series. Such semigroups will be characterized in terms of Δ-groups, idempotent properties, and ideal extensions of Brandt semigroups by Brandt semigroups.
In [11] it was shown that the least semilattice congruence on a Δ-semigroup has at most two classes. We begin by characterizing completely semisimple inverse semigroups admitting principal series and having this property.
In the final section we show that each finite inverse Δ-semigroup determines a set of structure data that involves groups, Brandt semigroups and one to one partial transformations of sets. Conversely the semigroup can be reconstructed from the structure data.
Preliminaries.
We call a semigroup 5 an 5? r , or if 2 -semigroup if the smallest semilattice congruence on 5 has one, or two congruence classes respectively. S is a Δ-semigroup only if it is an ίf λ -or 5^-semigroup. In this section we characterize completely semisimple inverse Sf x -> or ^-semigroups that admit principal series.
A subsemigroup H of a semigroup 5 is if-unitary if and only if whenever HxyH C H for x, y e S 1 then Hx, yH C H. Notice that if £ is a semilattice and efg = e in E then ef = e = ge. Hence, any class of a semilattice congruence on S is ^-unitary. Let β* denote the least congruence on S containing Green's relation $. For a E 5 let J a be the /-class of a and J(a)= S'aS 1 Proof. Howie and Lallement [2] have shown that J>* is the least semilattice congruence on 5. Hence (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
(ii) implies (iii Proof We first observe that if \I r | = 1 and J r = S r \S r -u 1 ^ r ^ n, then J r is an S^-unitary subgroup of S that is a /-class but not an ideal. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 there is a semilattice congruence ρ Jr with classes C Jr , C Jr defined as in (1) .
Assume that S is an ^-semigroup then S o is a group and by Corollary 2.4 there exists an r, 1 ^ r ^ n, so that | J r | = 1. Suppose also that I/,I = 1, l^ί^n. Then p Λ = /* = p Λ . Hence C Λ = C Λ and since J n J t are /-classes, r -t.
Conversely assume (i) and (ii). As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, C Jr is a unitary subsemigroup and C Jr is an ideal of S. Then the /-classes of C Jr and the /-classes of C Jr are /-classes of S. Since S 0 CC Jr and Λ C C Λ are the only /-classes that are groups then C Jr , C Jr are Sf γ -semigroups. Hence p Jr =/*.
3.
Characterization. In this section completely semisimple inverse Δ-semigroups with principal series are characterized.
The following Lemma is an immediate consequence of results of Preston [7] . Parts (i) and (ii) are also corollaries of Tamura [10] . If S is an inverse semigroup with semilattice E, let C(E) denote the centralizer of E in S. LEMMA 
Let S be a completely semisimple inverse semigroup with principal series {0}CSj C5 and with semilattice E. Then on S; (i) Each non idempotent separating congruence has S x or S as a congruence class if and only if for any e/fEEso that e E S\S U f E SAO there exists a E S so that a~xea = / and so that fa = 0 if e > f (ii) Each idempotent separating congruence is the identity equivalence on S\S } if and only if C(E) Π (S\S,)C E.

Proof, (i) Suppose the non idempotent separating congruences have Si or S as congruence classes. If a E SAO then Si = J(a). If b & J{a) then considering the Rees congruence modulo J(b) we see that J(a)CJ(b) = S.
Hence the principal ideals of S are chain ordered. Let r be the least congruence so that for some e^ f in J5\0, (e,f)Eτ.
Assume that e E S\S λ and f E. Si. Then r is universal. Since OEfr then by Teissier [12] Proof. Let 5 be a Δ-semigroup. By Lemmas 3.1 (i) and 3.2, (i) is satisfied. Comparing congruences with the Rees congruence modulo Si we see that (iii) holds and that any non universal congruence has its classes in S x or S\Sχ. Hence, applying Lemma 3.1 (ii) to Si, we see that (ii) holds.
Conversely, by (i), (iii) and Lemma 3.1 (i) applied to S u the idempotent separating congruences are chain ordered. By (ii) the other non universal congruences have Si as a class and are then chain ordered since, by (i), S/S ί is a Δ-semigroup. Hence, by (iii), S is a Δ-semigroup. . If SAO is a group then, as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, β* has classes {0}, 5\0. But then β* is not comparable with the Rees congruence modulo S λ . Hence S\S λ is a group while SAO is not. The remainder of the proof is as for Lemma 3.4 .
The following theorem is the main result. Together with the results 2.4, 2.5, 3.1(i), 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 , it provides a characterization of completely semisimple inverse Δ-semigroups with principal series in terms of Δ-groups and idempotent properties. 
Proof Say S is a Δ-semigroup. S and S o have the same maximal group homomorphic image and if n > 0 the only such group is trivial [11]. Hence, by Lemmas 3.2, 3.1(i), (i), 3.4 and 3.5, we see that (i), -(iv) are satisfied.
Conversely we prove that for any congruence p on S and some /, Oii^n, then ap = S, for a E S b ep Π E = {e} for e e (S i+ι \S t ) Π E where E is the semilattice of S, and ap = {a} for a E S\S ι+ι . Then S will be a Δ-semigroup. The result holds for n = 0 or 1, by Lemma 3.1 (ii). Continue by induction, assuming the result for n = t. Since St+JSt-i is a Δ-semigroup, then the congruences of S, +1 that have their classes in S t or S ί+ AS f are of the required form by Lemmas 3.4, 3.5 . Suppose p is a congruence on S, +1 with (α, 6)Ep, a E S /+ AS f , b E S,. Then the congruence on the Δ-semigroup S,+i/S f _i induced by p is universal by Lemmas 3.4, 3.5. Hence there exists h E S t \S t -u k E S,_i so that (ft, k) E p. But then, by the induction assumption, S, C ftp. Since St+JSt-x is a Δ-semigroup, then, by Lemmas 3.4, 3.5 , ap = S, +1 .
4. Further study of finite case. We now investigate circumstances under which the extensions of Theorem 3.6 are possible for finite inverse semigroups. Some further information is required. EXAMPLE 1. Let H x be the subgroup of the symmetric group P x whose elements displace a finite number of elements of the set X. The alternating group A x is a simple normal subgroup of H x with index 2 (see [3] ) for \X\ ^ 4. Hence H x is a Δ-group. In particular if \X\ is finite then P x is a Δ-group. EXAMPLE; 2. The symmetric inverse semigroup i x , \X\ finite, is a Δ-semigroup. To see this, let D(a), R(a) denote the domain and range of a E J> x respectively. Any ideal of $ x is of the form I n = {a E $ x \ \Ό(a)\ ^ n}. Since 3 X is finite it has a principal series and is completely semisimple. If a is an idempotent its ^-class is {βGi x ; D(β) = R(β) = D(a)} (see [4] ), which is the symmetric group on D(a). So for some a a non group principal factor has Δ-basic group isomorphic to P D{a) . If α, γ are idempotents so that |D(α)|>|D(γ)|^l then there is a β E$ x SO that β~λaβ = y and \D{β-χ yβ)\ < \D(y)\. If a is not an idempotent there is an idempotent β so that \D(a)\ -\D(β)\ ^ 1 and βa / aβ. $ x can now be seen to satisfy the requirements of Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and Theorem 3.6 . Let Z n denote the set {1,2, , n}. If X = Z n write P n = P x and
Λ = Λ-
Suppose 5 is a finite Δ-semigroup with {OjC^CS, S x = B{G,Z n ) and S/S ί = B(H,Z r ).
Let (G x Z n x Z n ) U{0} denote the set of elements of Si, with the binary operation (JC, i,j 
)(y, h,k) = (xy, i, k)iίj = h, and 0 if j/ h.
Denote the semigroup of right translations of Si by P(Si) and for aES define p a^P (S 1 ) by bp a = ba for all b E Si. Since inverse semigroups are left reductive there is a unique homomorphism θ: S-»P(Si) so that the restriction of θ to S 1 is the regular representation of Si (by [6; III.1.12]). θ is given by aθ = p\ a^S, and (S 2 )0 = Si. Since S is a Δ-semigroup then, by Lemma 3.4 or 3.5, θ is injective. Call θ the extension homomorphism of S.
Let 1 denote the identity of G. For u E S, i Ez Z n define D(w) = {/ E Z π ; (1, i,j) This contradicts Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 or 3.5. Hence δ is injective. If e ^ 0 is an idempotent of Q then it can be easily shown that the ^f-class of e in Q is
Part (ii) follows since the elements of (// e )δ are permutations of D(φ e ).
Let S8* = {α u ; w E 5\5!}U{0} with a binary operation * so that a u * a v = a u -a v if uv E S\S U and 0 otherwise. Since δ is injective, if φ u = φ v for M, i; E 5\5i then u-υ so α u = α^. Hence there is a homomorphism λ: (Q)δ -> 35 * given by φ α A = α u if u E 5\5i and Oλ = 0. The set H = {(wδλ, wδ); u E 0} with the binary operation so that (wδλ, uδ)(vδλ, vλ) = ((w * ϋ)δλ, (w * v)δ) is then a semigroup isomorphic to Q.
COMPLETELY SEMISIMPLE INVERSE Δ-SEMIGROUPS 523 DEFINITION 4.3. A structure data set is a set {n, r, m, G, H) defined as follows:
(i) n, r and m are integers so that either 1 < m g [(n + l)/2] and 1< r g T w , or 1< m S n and r = 1.
(ii) G is a Δ-group. (Hi) Let si = {Xi I Xi I = m, i E Z r } be a family of subsets of Z n so that \X t ΠXj\^l if i/j.
Let H be a Δ-subgroup of the symmetric group P m . Let Kbe a subsemigroup of sέ* so that K = B(H,Z r ). Let λ:K-»33* be a surjective homomorphism so that for φ E K, φλ: D(φ)-> G is a map and so that for j E D(φ*ψ) then /(φ * ψ)λ = (J(φλ))(jφ(φλ)).
Define H = {(φλ, φ); ψ6K} with a binary operation so that (φλ, φ)(ψλ, ψ) = ((φ * ψ)λ, φ * φ). Write φλ * </rλ = (φ * Notice that in the terminology of [6] , H satisfies this definition if and only if H is a subsemigroup of the right wreath product of G and K so that the map H-+K given by (φλ, φ)-> φ is an isomorphism.
We have seen that any finite inverse Δ-semigroup S with principal series {0} C 5i C 5 determines a structure data set {n, r, m, G, if}. Call this a structure data set of S._ We say that structure data sets {n, r, m, Proof Lable the elements of Si and T x so that Si = (GxZ n xZ n )U{0} and T x = (G'x Z n x Z n )U{0}, with binary operations as defined after Example 2. Then structure data sets {n, r, m, G, H} and {n', r', m', G', /Γ} of S and T respectively can be uniquely determined by the method described above. Depending on the labelling of the elements of S 1? each structure data set of S can be so determined. Let θ s and θ τ be the extension homomorphisms of S and T respectively and let η: S-> T be an isomorphism. Then n = n 1 \ r = r' and the restriction of η to S λ determines an isomorphism α: G°-> (G')°a nd a bijection β: Z n -> Z n so that (JC, i,;)r/ = (xα, i)8, ;'j8) E T λ . The map wθ s , w E S, is given by v(uθ s ) = uw for all u E S^ Let uηθ τ = (6 uη , ^u η ) and v = (x, i,j) then ((x(ja u 
Since H = B(H,Z r ) it can be routinely checked that T is an inverse semigroup. It can also be checked, using Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 or 3.5 , that S is a Δ-semigroup. Since (x,ij)(a,φ) = (x(ja),i,jφ) for (JC, /,/) G Γi, (α, φ) G 77 TΊ and / G D{φ) we see that {n, r, m, G, H} is a structure data set of T. Let 5 be a finite inverse Δ-semigroup with principal series S o C S 1 C -CS q = S where g > 1. We can uniquely determine, up to equivalence, the structure data sets of the semigroups Si/Si-2 for i = 2, , q. Conversely, let {{n h r h m h G t , H,}; i = 2, , q} be a family of structure data sets so that n f = r y _i and G ; = ίζ _! for / = 3, , q, where Hj-ι is the basic group of H^. Then, by Theorem 3.6 and the proof of Theorem 4.5, we can construct a finite inverse Δ-semigroup T with principal series T o C T x C CΓ q = Γ so that {n h r h m h G h Hi} is a structure data set of T x \T x -2 . Any finite inverse Δ-semigroup that is not a group or a Brandt semigroup can be so constructed.
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